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The Modern Cheesemonger

Epic news...you have a 3-month
subscription to The Cheese Geek.
That means 3-months of mind-bendingly delicious cheese, complete
with tasting notes, TCG tips and all in our stylish delivery boxes.
Your first delivery date is
. Details on your next
delivery dates will be included in your first Cheesebox.
You just need to sit back, relax, and let the cheese magic happen!

LOOKING AFTER YOUR cHEESE
Your cheese will be at its absolute best when we deliver it. To keep it happy, we recommend keeping it
wrapped in the paper it arrived in, stored in a separate compartment in the fridge (not the coldest part)
and, if possible, keep your blues away from other perishables as it may try and turn them blue too!
Remember to try to take your cheese out of the fridge a few hours before you’re ready to tuck in - it can taste a little bland if too cold.
Whilst we love the idea of ordering the perfect amount of cheese, on the odd occasion you may have some leftovers. Try to
wrap it back up in its original paper (or any waxed paper you may have) and return it to its safe place in the fridge. Ch-easy.
HOW LONG DO THEY KEEP?
Soft cheese - up to 1 week
Blue cheese - up to 1 week
Hard cheese - up to 4 weeks
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The Modern Cheesemonger

Epic news...you have a 6-month
subscription to The Cheese Geek.
That means 6-months of mind-bendingly delicious cheese, complete
with tasting notes, TCG tips and all in our stylish delivery boxes.
Your first delivery date is
. Details on your next
delivery dates will be included in your first Cheesebox.
You just need to sit back, relax, and let the cheese magic happen!

LOOKING AFTER YOUR cHEESE
Your cheese will be at its absolute best when we deliver it. To keep it happy, we recommend keeping it
wrapped in the paper it arrived in, stored in a separate compartment in the fridge (not the coldest part)
and, if possible, keep your blues away from other perishables as it may try and turn them blue too!
Remember to try to take your cheese out of the fridge a few hours before you’re ready to tuck in - it can taste a little bland if too cold.
Whilst we love the idea of ordering the perfect amount of cheese, on the odd occasion you may have some leftovers. Try to
wrap it back up in its original paper (or any waxed paper you may have) and return it to its safe place in the fridge. Ch-easy.
HOW LONG DO THEY KEEP?
Soft cheese - up to 1 week
Blue cheese - up to 1 week
Hard cheese - up to 4 weeks
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The Modern Cheesemonger

Epic news...you have a 9-month
subscription to The Cheese Geek.
That means 9-months of mind-bendingly delicious cheese, complete
with tasting notes, TCG tips and all in our stylish delivery boxes.
Your first delivery date is
. Details on your next
delivery dates will be included in your first Cheesebox.
You just need to sit back, relax, and let the cheese magic happen!

LOOKING AFTER YOUR cHEESE
Your cheese will be at its absolute best when we deliver it. To keep it happy, we recommend keeping it
wrapped in the paper it arrived in, stored in a separate compartment in the fridge (not the coldest part)
and, if possible, keep your blues away from other perishables as it may try and turn them blue too!
Remember to try to take your cheese out of the fridge a few hours before you’re ready to tuck in - it can taste a little bland if too cold.
Whilst we love the idea of ordering the perfect amount of cheese, on the odd occasion you may have some leftovers. Try to
wrap it back up in its original paper (or any waxed paper you may have) and return it to its safe place in the fridge. Ch-easy.
HOW LONG DO THEY KEEP?
Soft cheese - up to 1 week
Blue cheese - up to 1 week
Hard cheese - up to 4 weeks
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The Modern Cheesemonger

Epic news...you have a 12-month
subscription to The Cheese Geek.
That means 12-months of mind-bendingly delicious cheese, complete
with tasting notes, TCG tips and all in our stylish delivery boxes.
Your first delivery date is
. Details on your next
delivery dates will be included in your first Cheesebox.
You just need to sit back, relax, and let the cheese magic happen!

LOOKING AFTER YOUR cHEESE
Your cheese will be at its absolute best when we deliver it. To keep it happy, we recommend keeping it
wrapped in the paper it arrived in, stored in a separate compartment in the fridge (not the coldest part)
and, if possible, keep your blues away from other perishables as it may try and turn them blue too!
Remember to try to take your cheese out of the fridge a few hours before you’re ready to tuck in - it can taste a little bland if too cold.
Whilst we love the idea of ordering the perfect amount of cheese, on the odd occasion you may have some leftovers. Try to
wrap it back up in its original paper (or any waxed paper you may have) and return it to its safe place in the fridge. Ch-easy.
HOW LONG DO THEY KEEP?
Soft cheese - up to 1 week
Blue cheese - up to 1 week
Hard cheese - up to 4 weeks
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